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Hello Douala meet Paris! Oi Paris meet Douala! This is not an introduction, but an attempt to re-familiarize 
two old acquaintances that meet briefly on street corners and markets; Forrest spices of Cameroon in 
France or the perfume of France in Cameroon. Whose negotiation is this? Where is the deal? Was it made 
in 1916 when a joint Anglo-French alliance governed the city of Douala, Cameroon? Or does the century 
long and strained negotiations summarize the perilous long-distance relationship between the two cities. 
Since 6637 km, the Sahara desert and the Mediterranean Sea could not separate this bond violently forged 
during colonization and re-shaped by the era of the globalized urban commodity where as long as the price 
is right, everything is for sale.

In the sound installation negotiations, chapter 1-i  by Em’kal Eyongakpa—Paris and Douala, are  
(un)comfortably situated as the two special guests in the orchestrated field recordings from Château Rouge, 
an African neighborhood in Paris, and the heart and lungs of Douala, the informal markets Nkoululu and 
Marché central. Created during a residency at Kadist, chapter, 1-i negotiates linguistic, geopolitical, cultural 
and spatial currencies which blend these distinctive urban jungles into a sonic cocktail that elongates 
and collapses time to facilitate a prelude to a series of work that reflects on the ongoing fragmented and 
distraught socio-economic interrelationships between France and its Africa. 
This experimental sonic dialogue between these two cities reflects on migration, capitalism, language 
politics, and social cultural correlation between the inhabitants, constantly evolving environments and the 
continents Europe and Africa. Vendors chant the symbolic currencies of both cities constantly echoing 
relics of #FortEU1 and French colonial imperialism. These alien currencies are recognizable but equally 
estranging because they potentially distort our existential and spatial understanding. Is this Douala or Paris 
speaking? Periodically this question alters geographical boundaries. 

negotiations, chapter 1-i offers a cacophony of vendors singing in pidgin French with a dash of some 
English lingo merging with a muezzin call to prayer that interjects lord savior Christ praise songs while 
commuters sell themselves to smooth taxi chauffeurs and muffled voices promise you the future for  
100 francs CFA. The ears could burst from contradictions but it is the consistent meditative rhythm of the 
anthrophonic whirlwind. To process what one is hearing the composition almost forces the listener to apply 
the rules of creolization, expand language and incorporate the non-existing concept of “Cinematophony”: 
the science or art of moving visual sounds.

Walking pass a street in the neighborhood of Château Rouge 
in 2013, street vendors negotiating with their clients left me 
with a feeling of displacement and nostalgia— a sense of 
familiar sounds struggling in a Parisian architectural setting. 
The rhythmic currency, negotiation codes to product names, all 
peculiar to open markets public spaces across central and west 
Africa and the nuances inbetween...

“Fumbua ! carton à 10 euros, 
bobolo ! 3 pour 2 euros, 
Safou, 8 à 5 euros, ceintures, arachide frais....”
       EE



The power of all these coded fragments lies within the language—dauntingly creole, that cultural 
theorist David Punter describes as “a language that is not ‘owned’, that is not one’s own; in observing 
the fireworks”2 of sounds, the installation deliberately arranges Eyongakpa’s ability to encompass what 
he documents. It is not surprising that his work constructs references that deal with friction between 
languages, humans and nature, insiders and outsiders, sound and silence, binaries that do not meet on 
opposite ends but face to face, ear to ear.

The market in Douala is where language is negotiated daily; a linguistic factory.  A birthing place of 
creole, in a country where creole as informal lingua franca, is the product of a range of tension, pluralities 
and interactions that can be traced back to colonial presence and formation of the nation-state. If the 
market is the linguistic factory, then music is the place of rebirth, where young Cameroonians bend lingua 
franca, indigenous languages and big city jargon to stretch and translate the collective imagination. 
The installation’s relation to the rich music traditions of Bikutsi3, Assiko4  and others, also solidifies the 
political union of creole and music in a country with more than 230 indigenous languages. So, it’s only 
instinctive that creole words and sounds tour various politically charged corners of Cameroon to arrive 
disguised as sonic chaos at Kadist space.

In his own words Eyongakpa describes the second room in the exhibition as “a window space to collect 
free-flowing sounds while accentuating references such as water/border politics, recorded phone calls, 
lyrics excerpt from rap song waka waka waka (2007) by Cameroonian musician, producer and rap artist 
Edwin Nyambi as well as isolated vocals from unreleased Hustler Philosophy (2007) by Cameroonian 
soul-reggae sensation Daddy Black.”
In Eyongakpa’s case the artistic process entails intermingling voices without directly quoting, skipping 
time, borrowing and shopping from the source to create audio landscapes that are coded like a hip hop 
beat. In this installation the compositions continuously switch positions, voices and rhythms—strips 
layers of sound to punctuate the suspension of music. Here, the imagination expresses itself through the 
materiality of sound. Eyongakpa’s process resonates with what Jazz musician and composer John Coltrane 
summarized as a work method in which he “starts in the middle of a sentence and move both directions  
at once.” 5

#tobecontinued

Amal Alhaag is a curator and writer based in Amsterdam. 
She often collaborates with Em’kal Eyongakpa. Their last collaborative project was his artist book  
Be-side(s) work which was published in 2014.

1. See twitter hastag #FortEU to explore the real-time discussion on migration.
2. See David Punter, Postcolonial Imaginings: Fictions of a New World Order, Edinburgh University Press, 2000.
3. Bikutsi is a popular musical genre from Cameroon. It derived from music traditions of the Beti and Ewondo, people 
who live around the city of Yaoundé. 
4. Assiko is a music genre and rhythmic dance style of the Bassa people from Southern Cameroon. Since the early 20th 
century the music and dance has been popular across Cameroon.
5. John Coltrane traded this riddle with fellow saxophonist Wayne Shorter ca. 1960.



Excerpts from Amal Alhaag’s conversation with Em’kal Eyongakpa: 

AA: Why these two specific cities? 

EE: Dualaland is the economic capital of Cameroon and is relevant for negotiations involving lots of 
rhythmic and language currencies.
A colonised nation Dualaland as I see it, or the city of Douala as they put it, a product of colonization, 
against a colonizers city Paris... an attempt by the colonized out of global economic and cultural dynamics to 
re-appropriate a space or sonically re-colonize a neighbourhood. Where the French language ends or blurs in 
both of these public spaces or meeting points. 
What gets in the way of the French language, which is the official language in both spaces. 
How Château Rouge, Paris, takes it even further by integrating Lingala words or expressions to appeal to a 
more varied clientele. The chapter could be between other similar loud colonized nations like Ongolaland 
(Yaounde), or even Kinshasa and Matonge in Brussels, Belgium, which I would like it to be another chapter 
of negotiations.

AA: John Coltrane is present in your thinking of negotiations, who else 
inspired you?

EE: The recorded spaces in Paris and Douala or like you said John Coltrane, pertain to a fragment of the 
composition around Fumbua leaves (Gnetum africanum) and water. John Coltrane and his use of 16 minutes 
suspension in E as in his 1961 Africa/ Brass was the entry point of a rhythmic structure, similar to the 
Etokobi rhythmic variations, which I listened to growing up through rites from my Eyonowa clan, and most 
of the Cross-River basin in south west of Cameroon. 
Listening to lakes and rivers (in their middle and lower courses) through hydrophones (underwater 
microphones) feeds you with this suspended rhythmic structure.
Coincidentally I was re-watching Amiri Baraka’s Why’s/ wise (recorded live on February 21, 2009 at The 
Sanctuary for Independent Media in Troy, NY), taping on the table in a similar rhythmic pattern. It is in this 
poem where there’s a line “At the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean, there’s a railroad made of human bones”. 
The water fragment aesthetically sounded close to a lady in Marché central, Douala, cutting through Gnetum 
africanum leaves. While I was recording, she is asked by a friend “tu veux déjà aller en Europe” (do you still 
want to go in Europe). Seeing we had recorders which weren’t too discrete, she responds  
“qui veux rester derrière, comme dit ma tante” (who wants to stay behind, as my auntie says). 
Composing this in April 2015 after listening to bubbles reaching for air, post “I can’t breathe” period, the 
Mediterranean crises, the urge for many low income people who would come to Europe at all cost via 
the Mediterranean felt like this moment in time remixed his piece as we could say “at the bottom of the 
Mediterranean, there is a rail road made of human bones”.
Steve Reich too post Coltrane worked a lot with these musical suspensions like in Different Trains and the 
full Electric counterpoint, though through using musical instruments which is one aspect I try to avoid in my 
compositions.

AA: What about Phill Niblock that you keep talking in our conversations? 

EE: Phill Niblock! I like the way he uses layers recordings to create a mass through human bodies... 



OPENING HOURS :
From Thursday to Sunday
from 2 to 7 pm
or by appointment

Em’kal Eyongakpa (b.1981, Cameroon) lives and works between Yaoundé, Cameroon and Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. 
Drawing on dreams and observations, he approaches the experienced, the unknown as well as  
collective histories through a ritual use of repetition and transformation. He works with photography, 
video, sculpture, text, sound and performance. His interwoven installations not only obscure the boundaries 
between employed media but could also distort the notion of the real and the illusory. He has exhibited at 
Saavy contemporary and NBK, Berlin (2014), Sesc_Videobrasil, Sao Paulo (2013), Whitworth Art Gallery, 
Manchester (2012), 10th Dak’art Biennale, Dakar (2012), IFC Yaounde, (2012), Doual’art, Douala (2011) 
among others. From 2013-2014, he was a resident artist at the Rijksakademie Van Beeldende Kunsten, 
Amsterdam.  

https://emkaleyongakpa.wordpress.com/

Events at Kadist:

May 21
Performance during the opening of the exhibition by Em’kal Eyongakpa and Jabu Arnell.

June 17 
Musical performance with Em’kal Eyongakpa, Kareem Lofty, Daddy Black and Edwin Nyambi.
 
June 23 at 7 pm
Talk with curators Antonia Alampi, Jens Maier-Rothe and Sarah Rifky from Beirut art center, Cairo,  
in the framework of Collecting Matters #3, The Place from Where We Look.

Kadist Art Foundation is a non-profit organization that encourages the contribution of the arts to society. 
It conducts programs primarily with artists represented in its collection to promote their role as cultural 
agents. Kadist’s collections and productions reflect the global scope of contemporary art, and its programs 
develop collaborations between Kadist’s local contexts (Paris, San Francisco) and artists, curators and art 
institutions worldwide.

Kadist Art Foundation
19bis - 21 rue des Trois Frères
75018 Paris
 
Exhibiton space: 09 67 18 95 90
Office: 01 42 51 83 49
contact@kadist.org
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